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There are numerous approaches to the surgical treatment of hallux limitus. These range from the relatively benign soft tissue release,\textsuperscript{1,2} and cheilectomy,\textsuperscript{3-11} to the joint destructive procedures.\textsuperscript{12,13,14} Scattered in between these extremes are various phalangeal and metatarsal osteotomies that can be utilized in the treatment of hallux limitus.\textsuperscript{15,16} With such a wide variety of procedures to choose from, all having various indications, contraindications, advantages and disadvantages, the decision on the most appropriate procedure for the patient with hallux limitus is quite challenging.

In 1987, Bernbach and McGlamry\textsuperscript{22} suggested a step-wise surgical approach to hallux limitus. This began with a cheilectomy, progressed to a Watermann-type or Austin type procedure, then to a plantar-declinator wedge osteotomy, and finally an implant. The following year, Bernbach\textsuperscript{23} added an additional procedure to this step-wise approach: the Green-Watermann procedure. He termed this the procedure of choice for hallux limitus. This technique has also been mentioned by Vannore\textsuperscript{2} as a treatment for hallux limitus.

This latter technique, the Green-Watermann, or modified Watermann procedure, will be discussed. In order to evaluate its effectiveness in patients with hallux limitus deformity, a retrospective study was performed evaluating specific preoperative and postoperative subjective and objective criteria.

Hallux Limitus

The minimum amount of hallux dorsiflexion needed for normal gait is 65 degrees at the first metatarsophalangeal joint, as defined by Root, Orien, and Weed.\textsuperscript{24} Hallux limitus is a limitation of hallux dorsiflexion at the first metatarsophalangeal joint. Hallux rigidus is a complete lack of range of motion of this joint. However, in order to choose the most appropriate procedure for hallux limitus correction, one must first understand its etiology.

Etiology

One of the first to describe hallux rigidus was Davis-Colley\textsuperscript{25} in 1887, who suggested an abnormally long hallux in an unyielding and short boot as an etiology. Since then, there have been various theories on the etiology of hallux limitus and rigidus.\textsuperscript{26-28}

Cochrane\textsuperscript{26} in 1927, felt that hallux rigidus, previously unresponsive to osseous procedures leaving a residual elastic resistance to dorsiflexion, was secondary to shortened and contracted plantar first metatarsophalangeal joint structures. These structures included the contracted plantar fibers of the lateral ligaments as well as the spasm of the intrinsic muscles of the hallux. The importance of soft tissue structures and their relation to hallux limitus was also emphasized by Durrant\textsuperscript{27} in 1993. In 1954, Hicks\textsuperscript{29} discussed the inter-relationship of the plantar aponeurosis and its effect on extension of the toes at the metatarsophalangeal joint, including the hallux. Any pathology causing an imbalance in this relationship can also affect the motion at the first metatarsophalangeal joint.

Some of the more comprehensive and well-accepted literature on this subject was published by Root, Orien, and Weed.\textsuperscript{24} They stated six factors that correlated well with hallux limitus. These were: 1. hypermobility of the first ray with associated foot eversion secondary to abnormal STJ pronation, 2. first ray immobilization, 3. excessively long first metatarsal, 4. metatarsus primus elevatus, 5. degenerative joint disease, and 6. trauma. Of these factors, they felt that hypermobility of the first ray with associated eversion and abnormal STJ pronation was the most common etiology of hallux limitus.
ADVANTAGES/INDICATIONS

The modified Watermann procedure is a shortening and plantar declining osteotomy through the first metatarsal head and neck area (Fig. 1A). The dorsal prominence or exostosis of the first metatarsal head is usually resected (Fig. 1B). The modified Watermann procedure addresses the elevated first metatarsal and the other structures that limit first metatarsophalangeal joint range of motion. The shortening osteotomy is created to allow a “slack in the line” to increase the range of motion. Declinating the capital fragment decreases the metatarsus primus elevatus and allows more normal weight bearing under the first metatarsal head. The osteotomy can reduce the intermetatarsal angle as well as correct for any proximal articular set angle deformity if necessary (Fig. 1C). With preservation of the first metatarsophalangeal joint, this procedure also allows for maintenance of a propulsive gait postoperatively. This becomes particularly important in young or active patients. Patients may also bear weight immediately postoperative.

DISADVANTAGES/CONTRAINDICATIONS

The main disadvantages of the modified Watermann bunionectomy include the technical difficulty in performing the procedure. This is especially true in the early stages of the learning curve. The inherent design makes fixation of the relatively unstable osteotomy site quite challenging. In addition, good patient compliance should be established prior to surgery because aggressive and persistent range of motion exercises are generally required for good results. The
decision as to which hallux limitus patient would benefit most from this procedure depends on the degree of deformity present. It is particularly problematic deciding which level of first metatarsophalangeal joint degeneration is too excessive to warrant a joint preservation procedure (severe hallux limitus or hallux rigidus).

**SURGICAL TECHNIQUE**

The surgical technique used in the modified Watermann procedure has been previously published by Bernbach\(^{23}\) in 1988, and by Feldman\(^{26}\) in 1992. The procedure begins with a standard bunion approach with anatomical dissection in layers down to the first metatarsophalangeal joint capsule, which is adequately exposed. An attempt is made to preserve the dorsal metatarsophalangeal joint plica if possible. This is usually sacrificed when the cheilectomy is performed. An adductor hallucis tendon transfer or sesamoid release is performed if necessary. Attention is directed to the first intermetatarsal space. The hallux is then manually manipulated toward the midline of the body in order to rupture the lateral collateral ligament of the first metatarsophalangeal joint. Release of any plantar adhesions is accomplished. An “L” or “T” shaped capsulotomy is then performed at the medial aspect, and the capsule reflected to allow exposure of the first metatarsal head. A dorsal cheilectomy, which often sacrifices the dorsal plica, and resection of an appropriate amount of medial eminence are then performed (Fig. 2A).

The first osteotomy involves a through-and-through bone cut from medial to lateral in the lower two-thirds of the metatarsal head and neck. The osteotomy is made from the plantar cortex just proximal to the attachment of the plantar plica and extends dorsally and distally into the metatarsal head (Fig. 2B). The amount that the osteotomy is angled from the weight-bearing surface will determine the ratio of metatarsal shortening to plantar- declination. A standard 45 degree angle will give a 1:1 ratio. A more parallel angle will give greater shortening relative to plantar transposition, while a more vertical angle will give greater plantar transposition relative to metatarsal shortening. The saw blade is then detached from the power equipment and left in the plantar osteotomy to assist in accurate placement of the dorsal osteotomies (Fig. 2C).

The next step involves the creation of two osteotomies in the dorsal one-third of the metatarsal head maintaining a perpendicular...
relationship to the weight-bearing surface. The distal osteotomy is performed first, and can be made parallel to the proximal articular set angle (PASA) of the first metatarsal head in order to correct the angle to zero degrees. The inferior aspect of the osteotomy should intersect the distal aspect of the plantar osteotomy utilizing the plantar saw blade as a guide. The proximal osteotomy is performed next, and can be made perpendicular to the long axis of the first metatarsal. This creates a dorsal trapezoidal-shaped wedge of bone with a wider base medial. If no PASA correction is desired, one can also perform the distal osteotomy perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the first metatarsal creating a dorsal rectangular-shaped wedge of bone (Figs. 2D, 2E).

The created wedge of bone is removed, and the capital fragment is then plantarly declinated, and the metatarsal shortened (Figs. 3A, 3B). Lateral transposition of the capital fragment can also be performed at this time if a relative reduction of the intermetatarsal angle is desired. Impaction is then carried out, and the osteotomy site is inspected to insure good apposition.

Fixation of the osteotomy site is then accomplished with either a 0.062" threaded K-wire or a 4.0 mm AO cancellous screw (Figs. 4A, 4B). Orientation of the fixation is usually proximal-dorsal to distal-plantar, insuring the fixation is not exposed at the plantar articulating surface. The capital fragment is then inspected for stability and, if necessary, a second threaded K-wire is placed. The K-wire is cut flush with the metatarsal cortex dorsally and adequately countersunk as necessary to prevent dorsal impingement. The practice of penetrating the plantar articular cartilage and then withdrawing until the distal aspect of the K-wire is buried subchondrally should be avoided in order to maintain the integrity of the cartilage as a resisting force in helping to prevent K-wire migration.
Figure 4A. Fixation can be accomplished with a threaded 0.062" K-wire from proximal-dorsal to distal-proximal.

Figure 4B. Fixation can also be accomplished with a cancellous screw.

Figure 5A. Preoperative DP weight-bearing radiograph with hallux limitus.

Figure 5B. Preoperative lateral weight-bearing radiograph with hallux limitus and metatarsus primus elevatus.

Figure 5C. Postoperative DP weight-bearing radiograph with 0.062" threaded K-wire.
The patient management is passive and progressively increased until full motion is achieved. One may also utilize a continuous passive motion machine with the first metatarsophalangeal joint. Orthotic control should be considered as part of the postoperative management once healing has occurred. Potential complications are similar to those experienced with other first metatarsal head osteotomies.

POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

The patient is discharged in a rigid surgical shoe, and allowed to bear weight as tolerated. Passive range of motion exercises are begun no later than postoperative day three, and then gradually and progressively increased until full motion is achieved. One may also utilize a continuous passive motion machine with the first metatarsophalangeal joint. Orthotic control should be considered as part of the postoperative management once healing has occurred. Potential complications are similar to those experienced with other first metatarsal head osteotomies.

METHODS

A review of modified Watermann procedures performed by authors DG and RG between 1989 and 1994, were undertaken, totaling 33 patients. Subjective questionnaires were sent to all patients with 21 responses returned, (total of 26 feet). Objective evaluations were performed on 15 patients (8 females, 7 males) with an average age of 50 years, for a total number of 20 feet. Five patients had bilateral hallux limitus deformities. The follow-up time averaged 22.4 months, with a range of 2 to 65 months.

DISCUSSION

Hallux limitus deformity is a challenging entity for today's surgeon. This is especially true recently as implant arthroplasties are becoming less favorable due to long-term complications developing secondary to the prosthetic material. Joint destructive procedures have shown favorable results for patients not requiring full postoperative propulsion. However, the patient desiring a propulsive gait postoperatively has been a true challenge with regard to surgical correction while attempting to preserve the integrity of the joint. There have been numerous joint preservation procedures attempted that fit in this latter category, with mixed results.

The modified Watermann procedure has been advocated since 1988 as one of the procedures of choice for patients with hallux limitus. Phillips and McGlamry published a case study of a patient having undergone a Watermann-Green procedure for treatment of hallux limitus with good results reported. The authors' current study further supports the role of the modified Watermann procedure in the treatment of hallux limitus.

The subjective results showed a decrease in the patient's mean level of pain. The largest difference was an increase in the patient's mean overall satisfaction when comparing preoperative and postoperative assessments. Almost universally, the patients said they would highly recommend the surgery to patients with similar symptoms. Patients also experienced a mean increase in their level of activity, an improved appearance of the foot, less limitation in the style of shoes that could be tolerated, and an increase in the amount of motion at the big toe joint. It is interesting to note that patients achieved a more substantial improvement in the level of pain rather than in the amount of first metatarsophalangeal joint range of motion.

In contrast, objective biomechanical results revealed a non-statistically significant mean increase in first metatarsophalangeal joint dorsiflexion range of motion. A significant decrease in the mean level of pain with first metatarsophalangeal joint range of motion was revealed after surgery. Crepits with first metatarsophalangeal joint range of motion decreased. Although patients felt a significant increase in range of motion, objectively only an average increase of approximately six degrees was measured. There was a significant decrease in the
level of pain with range of motion which may have contributed to the sensation of an increased range of motion.

The mean metatarsal protrusion distance was decreased postoperatively as was expected. No change was noted in the intermetatarsal angle. Negligible change was measured between the base of the proximal phalanx and the head of the metatarsal. There was a small reduction involving the hallux abductus angle. The mean Seiberg sagittal plane displacement (the amount of elevation or declination of the first metatarsal with respect to the second metatarsal) was recorded to be less than one millimeter of declination. One needs to appreciate that due to the declination of the metatarsal, any capital fragment shortening will concomitantly elevate it as well. Therefore, the minimal plantar transposition realized postoperatively actually translates into a significant amount of plantar-declination achieved overall.

The modified Watermann procedure has been presented. Its effectiveness in the treatment of patients with hallux limitus was evaluated, and found to be consistent with previous preliminary reports stating good results. The authors believe that the modified Watermann procedure is effective in treating patients with moderate to significant hallux limitus deformity.
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